Get those balls bouncing!
The action-packed
game of speed, skill
and sheer
determination!
WHAM, BANG… there
are balls bouncing all
over the place!
Drumond Park’s brilliant new
KING PONG (rrp £24.99,
age 8 to adult, for 2-4
players) is a fabulously
frenetic game that everyone
plays at once!
Up to four players vie for supremacy as they frantically scoop up and
bounce a multitude of coloured ping-pong balls towards the King Pong cube
- using one hand only!
Perfect

for

family

parties

and

get-

togethers with your mates, the aim of this
fast and furious table-top game is to get
rid of your five coloured King Pong balls as
quickly as you can - by bouncing them
into the plastic cube faster than they can
roll back out into your tray.

Players each get a set of five balls, and everyone races to fling their balls
onto the table so that they zoom through the holes in the sides or the top
of the cube.

HERE’S THE CHALLENGE!

You’re trying to get rid of those balls

faster than the randomising pyramid within the cube pings them back out
into your tray!

Practice makes perfect, and soon you’ll be so skilled you’ll

be aiming your balls at the pyramid strategically, so that they shoot into
your opponents’ trays, too!

The first player with no
balls of any colour left
slams their tray door shut and WINS!
Make

it

as

energetic,

fast

and

frenetic as you like… We’re guessing
that whatever the pace, this simple yet exhilarating game of speed, skill and
sheer determination will quickly draw you in! And once you start playing,
you’ll find it hard to stop!
Personalise the game - and let the tournament commence…
Each player’s balls are a different colour for another very good reason… so that you
have the added option of inventing your own rules and extending the game play
should you so wish. And of course, the social media team at Drumond Park would
love to hear all about it - send pictures, too!
Just get in touch on Facebook facebook.com/drumondpark or Twitter
twitter.com/drumondpark - and catch up on all the news on their crazy
blog drumondpark.com/blog
For more information and stockists, visit www.drumondpark.com
-

ends-
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